The semijoin algebra is the variant of the relational algebra obtained by replacing the join operator by the semijoin operator. We discuss some interesting connections between the semijoin algebra and the guarded fragment of first-order logic. We also provide an Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé game, characterizing the discerning power of the semijoin algebra. This game gives a method for showing that certain queries are not expressible in the semijoin algebra.
Introduction
Semijoins are very important in the field of database query processing. While computing project-join queries in general is NP-complete in the size of the query and the database, this can be done in polynomial time when the database schema is acyclic [12] , a property known to be equivalent to the existence of a semijoin program [3] . Semijoins are often used as part of a query pre-processing phase where dangling tuples are eliminated. Another interesting property is that the size of a relation resulting from a semijoin is always linear in the size of the input. Therefore, a query processor will try to use semijoins as often as possible when generating a query plan for a given query (a technique known as "pushing projections" [7] ). Also in distributed query processing, semijoins have great importance, because when a database is distributed across several sites, they can help avoid the shipment of many unneeded tuples.
Because of its practical importance, we would like to have a clear knowledge of the capabilities and the limitations of semijoins. For example, Bernstein, Chiu and Goodman [4, 5] have characterized the conjunctive queries computable by semijoin programs. In this paper, we consider the much larger class of queries computable in the variant of the relational algebra obtained by replacing the join operator by the semijoin operator. We call this the semijoin algebra (SA). A join of two relations combines all tuples satisfying a given condition, called the join condition. A semijoin differs from a join in the sense that it selects only those tuples in the first relation that participate in the join. The semijoin algebra is a fragment of the relational algebra, which is known to be equivalent to first-order logic (called relational calculus in database theory [1] ).
Interestingly, there is a fragment of first-order logic very similar to the semijoin algebra: it is the so called "guarded fragment" (GF) [2, 8, 9, 10] , which has been studied in the field of modal logic. This is interesting because the motivations to study this fragment came purely from the field of logic and had nothing to do with database query processing. Indeed, the purpose was to extend propositional modal logic to the predicate level, retaining the good properties of modal logic, such as the finite model property. An important tool in the study of the expressive power of the GF is the notion of "guarded bisimulation", which provides a characterization of the discerning power of the GF.
We will show that when we allow only equalities to appear in the semijoin conditions, the semijoin algebra has essentially the same expressive power as the guarded fragment. When also nonequalities or other predicates are allowed, the semijoin algebra becomes more powerful. We will define a generalization of guarded bisimulation, in the form of an Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé game, that characterizes the discerning power of the semijoin algebra. We will use this tool to show that certain queries are not expressible in SA.
Preliminaries
In this section, we give formal definitions of the semijoin algebra and the guarded fragment.
From the outset, we assume a universe U of basic data values, over which a number of predicates are defined. These predicates can be combined into quantifier-free first-order formulas, which are used in selection and semijoin conditions. The names of these predicates and their arities are collected in the vocabulary Ω. The equality predicate (=) is always in Ω. A database schema is a finite set S of relation names, each associated with its arity. S is disjoint from Ω. A database D over S is an assignment of a finite relation D(R) ⊆ U n to each R ∈ S, where n is the arity of R.
Proviso. When ϕ stands for a first-order formula, then ϕ(x 1 , . . . , x k ) indicates that all free variables of ϕ are among x 1 , . . . , x k .
First, we define the Semijoin Algebra.
Definition 1 (Semijoin algebra, SA). Let S be a database schema. Syntax and semantics of the Semijoin Algebra is inductively defined as follows:
1. Each relation R ∈ S is a semijoin algebra expression.
2. If E 1 , E 2 ∈ SA have arity n, then also E 1 ∪ E 2 , E 1 − E 2 belong to SA and are of arity n.
3. If E ∈ SA has arity n and X ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, then π X (E) belongs to SA and is of arity #X.
4. If E 1 , E 2 ∈ SA have arities n and m, respectively, and θ 1 (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and θ 2 (x 1 , . . . , x n , y 1 , . . . , y m ) are quantifier-free formulas over Ω, then also σ θ1 (E 1 ) and E 1 ⋉ θ2 E 2 belong to SA and are of arity n.
The semantics of the projection, the selection and the semijoin operator are as follows: π X (E) := {(a i ) i∈X | (a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ E}, σ θ1 (E) := {(a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ E | θ 1 (a 1 , . . . , a n ) holds},
. , a n , b 1 , . . . , b m ) holds}. The semantics of the other operators are well known. Now, we recall the definition of the guarded fragment.
Definition 2 (Guarded fragment, GF). Let S be a database schema.
1. All quantifier-free first-order formulas over S are formulas of GF.
2. If ϕ and ψ are formulas of GF, then so are ¬ϕ, ϕ ∨ ψ, ϕ ∧ ψ, ϕ → ψ and ϕ ↔ ψ.
3. If ϕ(x,ȳ) is a formula of GF and α(x,ȳ) is an atomic formula such that all free variables of ϕ do actually occur in α then ∃ȳ(α(x,ȳ) ∧ ϕ(x,ȳ)) is a formula of GF.
As the guarded fragment is a fragment of first-order logic, the semantics of GF is that of first-order logic, interpreted over the active domain of the database [1] .
Semijoin algebra versus guarded fragment
In this section, Ω = {=} consists only of the equality predicate. Suppose furthermore that we only allow conjunctions of equalities to be used in the semijoin conditions; selection conditions can be arbitrary quantifier-free formulas over Ω. We will denote the semijoin algebra with this restriction on the semijoin conditions by SA = . Before we prove that SA = is subsumed by GF, we need a lemma.
Lemma 3. For every SA = expression E of arity k, for every database A and for every tuplez
Proof. By structural induction on expression E. 
Proof. The proof is by structural induction on E.
. . , s. Note that condition θ is enforced by repetition of variables x i l . In this formula,
By the decidability of GF, we obtain:
Corollary 5. Satisfiability of SA = expressions is decidable.
With decidability of SA expressions, we always mean finite satisfiability, because a database is finite by definition.
The literal converse statement of Theorem 4 is not true, because the guarded fragment contains all quantifier-free first-order formulas, so that one can express arbitrary cartesian products in it, such as {(x, y) | S 1 (x) ∧ S 2 (y)}. Cartesian products, of course, can not be expressed in the semijoin algebra. Nevertheless, the result of any GF query restricted to a single relation by a semijoin is always expressible in SA = : Theorem 6. For every GF formula ϕ(x 1 , . . . , x k ), for every relation R (with arity n), for every injective function f : {1, . . . , k} → {1, . . . , n}, the query
Proof. By structural induction on ϕ, we construct the desired semijoin expres-
. , x ir be the different occurrences of variables among
. . ∧ (x ir = y r ) and g is the function that maps j ∈ {1, . . . , r} to the position of x ij in α and that maps j ∈ {r+1, . . . , r+l} to the position of z j−r in α.
Taking k = 0 and R equal to any nonempty relation in the above theorem, we obtain: Here, a database is said to be empty if all its relations are empty. Let us now allow arbitrary semijoin conditions (still over equality only). Specifically, nonequalities are now allowed. We will denote the semijoin algebra over Ω = {=} by SA = . Then, GF no longer subsumes SA = . A counterexample is the query that asks whether there are at least two distinct elements in a single unary relation S. This is expressible in SA = as S ⋉ x1 =y1 S, but is not expressible in GF. Indeed, a set with a single element is guarded bisimilar to a set with two elements [2, 10] .
Unfortunately, these nonequalities in semijoin conditions make SA undecidable.
Theorem 8. Satisfiability of SA = expressions is undecidable.
Proof. Grädel [8, Theorem 5.8] shows that GF with functionality statements in the form of functional [D] , saying that the binary relation D is the graph of a partial function, is a conservative reduction class. Since functional[D] is expressible in SA = as D ⋉ x1=y1∧x2 =y2 D = ∅, it follows that SA = is undecidable.
In the next section, we will generalize guarded bisimulation to the semijoin algebra, with arbitrary quantifier-free formulas over Ω as semijoin conditions.
An Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé game for the semijoin algebra
In this section, we describe an Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé game that characterizes the discerning power of the semijoin algebra. Let A and B be two databases over the same schema S. The semijoin game on these databases is played by two players, called the spoiler and the duplicator. They, in turn, choose tuples from the tuple spaces T A and T B , which are defined as follows: T A := R∈S π X (A(R)) | X ⊆ {1, . . . , arity(R)} , and T B is defined analogously. So, the players can pick tuples from the databases and projections of these.
At each stage in the game, there is a tupleā ∈ T A and a tupleb ∈ T B . We will denote such a configuration by (A,ā; B,b) . The conditions for the duplicator to win the game with 0 rounds are:
1. ∀R ∈ S, ∀X ⊆ {1, . . . , arity(R)} :ā ∈ π X (A(R)) ⇔b ∈ π X (B(R)) 2. for every atomic formula (equivalently, for every quantifier-free formula) θ over Ω, θ(ā) holds iff θ(b) holds.
In the game with m 1 rounds, the spoiler will be the first one to make a move. Therefore, he first chooses a database (A or B). Then he picks a tuple in T A or in T B respectively. The duplicator then has to make an "analogous" move in the other tuple space. When the duplicator can hold this for m times, no matter what moves the spoiler takes, we say that the duplicator wins the m-round semijoin game on A and B. The "analogous" moves for the duplicator are formally defined as legal answers in the next definition.
Definition 9 (legal answer). Suppose that at a certain moment in the semijoin game, the configuration is (A,ā; B,b). If the spoiler takes a tuplec ∈ T A in his next move, then the tuplesd ∈ T B , for which the following conditions hold, are legal answers for the duplicator:
1. ∀R ∈ S, ∀X ⊆ {1, . . . , arity(R)} :d ∈ π X (B(R)) ⇔c ∈ π X (A(R)) 2. for every atomic formula θ over Ω, θ(ā,c) holds iff θ(b,d) holds.
If the spoiler takes a tupled ∈ T B , the legal answersc ∈ T A are defined identically.
In the following, we denote the semijoin game with initial configuration (A,ā; B,b) and that consists of m rounds, by G m (A,ā; B,b) .
We first state and prove Proof. We prove this by induction on m. The base case m = 0 is clear. Now consider the case m > 0.
Thenā ∈ E 1 (A) and ∃c ∈ E 2 (A) : θ(ā,c), and either (*)b ∈ E 1 (B) or (**) ¬∃d ∈ E 2 (B) : θ(b,d) . In situation (*),ā andb are distinguished by an expression with m−1 semijoins or projections, so the spoiler has a winning strategy; in situation (**), the spoiler has a winning strategy by choosing thisc ∈ E 2 (A) with θ(ā,c), because each legal answer of the duplicatord has θ(b,d) and therefored ∈ E 2 (B). So, the spoiler now has a winning strategy in the game G m −1 (A,c; B,d) . In case a projection distinguishesā andb, a similar winning strategy for the spoiler exists. In caseā andb are distinguished by an expression that is neither a semijoin, nor a projection, there is a simpler expression that distinguishes them, so the result follows by structural induction.
We now come to the main theorem of this section. This theorem concerns the game G ∞ (A,ā; B,b), which we also abbreviate as G(A,ā; B,b). We say that the duplicator wins G(A,ā; B,b) if the spoiler has no winning strategy. This means that the duplicator can keep on playing forever, choosing legal answers for every move of the spoiler. In this expression, Z is a shorthand for {1, . . . , arity(R)} and θā is the atomic type ofā over Ω, i.e., the conjunction of all atomic and negated atomic formulas over Ω that are true ofā. We now construct E r a in terms of E r−1
In this expression, θā ,c is the atomic type ofā andc over Ω; s is the maximal arity of a relation in S; θ ranges over all atomic Ω-types of two tuples, one with the arity ofā, and one with arity j. The notation E compl , for an expression of arity k, is a shorthand for R∈S X⊆{1,...,arity(R)} #X=k π X (R) − E 5 Queries inexpressible in the semijoin algebra Grädel [8] already showed that transitivity is not expressible in the guarded fragment. We will now show that transitivity is still inexpressible in the more powerful semijoin algebra.
Theorem 12. Transitivity is inexpressible in the semijoin algebra.
Proof. We will give two databases A and B over the schema S containing a single relation R, that are indistinguishable by semijoin expressions, and with the property that R is transitive in A and not in B. These databases are shown graphically in Figure 1 . In this figure the edges represent the relation R. A moment's inspection reveals that the duplicator has a winning strategy in the semijoin game G (A, ; B, ) . For the sake of completeness we give here the formal strategy. We do this by using the following bijections from tuple space
When the spoiler makes his first move, the duplicator has a legal answer by taking the image or pre-image of the spoiler's chosen tuple under bijection f . The duplicator now continues answering each spoiler move by applying f or f −1 to the chosen tuple, until:
• in configuration (A, ac; B, gl) the spoiler chooses bc or kl, or
• in configuration (A, bc; B, hi) the spoiler chooses ac or ji, or Theorem 13. The query R = π 1 (R) × π 2 (R)? about a binary relation R is inexpressible in the semijoin algebra.
Proof. In Figure 2 , two databases A and B are shown where A satisfies the query and B does not. The duplicator has a winning strategy in the semijoin game G (A, ; B, ) . 
Impact of order
In this section, we investigate the impact of order. On ordered databases (where Ω now also contains a total order on the domain), the query that asks if there are at least k elements in a unary relation S becomes expressible as at least(k), which is inductively defined as follows:
at least(1) := S at least(k) := S ⋉ x1<y1 at least(k − 1)
Note that this query is independent of the chosen order. This parallels the situation in first-order logic, where there also exists an order-invariant query that is expressible with but inexpressible without order 2 )}. Clearly, R is transitive in A, but not in B. We have shown elsewhere [11] that when m = 2n + 1, the duplicator has a winning strategy in the n-round semijoin game G n (A, ; B, ). By Proposition 10, transitivity is not expressible in SA with order.
